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What’s inside this guide
This guide has been put together to give farmers a quick
summary of relevant Environment Canterbury rules and
regulations to answer common questions, such as:
•
•
•
•

Can I take gravel from a river near my property?
When can I burn off crop residue?
Do I need consent for my silage pit?
Am I allowed to drill a bore on my property?

The tables in this guide cover the most common farming
activities and also indicate which ones trigger the need
to apply for a resource consent. Under the Resource
Management Act 1991, you are required to apply for a
resource consent if you wish to do something that is not
permitted by our regional plans.
This guide does not represent the full detail of
Environment Canterbury’s rules. You should also be
aware of Government and local district council rules
that could also apply to your activity.

Important note on the Government's
Essential Freshwater Package 2020
We are currently determining how the Government’s
Essential Freshwater package will impact
Canterbury, and examining relevant planning
documents to accommodate the rules and
regulations within the timeframes set. You can get
in touch with Customer Services if you have specific
questions and more guidance will become available
on www.ecan.govt.nz/farmers-hub.
Looking for information on Good Management
Practices and Farm Environment Plans?
To check your farm has the right environmental
management practices in place or for help with your
Farm Environment Plan, you can make an appointment
with a Land Management Advisor at Environment
Canterbury, talk to your industry representative,
or visit www.ecan.govt.nz/farmers-hub.

Where you can find
more details on the rules
If you are unsure about the rules for a specific activity
or need more information about anything covered in this
guide, please contact Customer Services by calling 0800
324 636 or by emailing ecinfo@ecan.govt.nz.
This guide refers to schedules, appendices, zones and
other areas that are included in our regional plans. This
information is available in the plans themselves, which you
can access online in the ePlan tool at www.ecan.govt.nz/
your-region/plans-strategies-and-bylaws/eplan or from
your local library or Environment Canterbury office. You
can find downloadable PDF copies of our regional plans
using the document library at www.ecan.govt.nz/data/
document-library and searching for the relevant plan.
Alternatively, you can find specific zones and
areas by using the Canterbury Maps map viewer
at mapviewer.canterburymaps.govt.nz and
adding the relevant layer. This can be useful for
identifying more precisely what zones or areas
your property is within, as well as the location
of nearby bores, waterways and wetlands.

Our current resource management plans are:
→ Canterbury Land and Water Regional Plan

Canterbury Regional Pest Management Plan
→ Canterbury Regional Policy Statement
→ Canterbury Air Regional Plan
→ Regional Coastal Environmental

Plan for the Canterbury Region
Regional river catchment plans are:
→ Hurunui and Waiau River Regional Plan
→ Opihi River Regional Plan
→ Pareora Catchment Plan
→ Waimakariri River Regional Plan
→ Waipara Catchment Plan
→ Waitaki Catchment Water Allocation Regional Plan

Other relevant plans are:
→ Canterbury transport plans
→ Canterbury Regional Pest Management Plan
→ Land Use Recovery Plan

Relevant regional bylaws are:
→ Flood Protection and Drainage Bylaw 2013
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How to use this guide
This example shows how the farming activities and relevant rules are presented in this guide.

ACTIVITY
Outlines the farming
activity that could impact
the environment.

IS A RESOURCE
CONSENT REQUIRED?
Gives a summary of whether
you need a consent.
‘Permitted’ means you don't
need a resource consent as
long as you meet certain
conditions in the rule.
‘Prohibited’ means you can’t
carry out this activity.

Look out for reference to Proposed Plan Change 7.
This plan change to the Land and Water Regional
Plan has been notified and is going through the
planning process. If you are about to begin a new
activity, it’s important to check the notified rules as
they may now apply. If you are currently permitted
(don’t need consent), then you can carry on your
farming activity and wait until the plan is fully
operative to determine whether anything changes
for you. Visit https://eplan.ecan.govt.nz for more
information or contact Customer Services.

WHAT ARE SOME
EXAMPLES OF THE
CONDITIONS?
Outlines some of the terms
that you need to meet to
carry out the activity.

WHAT RULE DO
I NEED TO CONSULT?
Shows where to go in the
relevant regional plan or
catchment plan to read
all the criteria (also called
conditions) that you must
meet to carry out the activity.

Need a resource consent?
Our Consents Planners offer one hour of free advice
to explain the resource consent application process,
including potential costs and times. Get in touch to
request a pre-application meeting.
You can find any of the factsheets in the guide
at www.ecan.govt.nz or by calling Customer
Services for a hard copy.

Is your farm
consented?
It’s time to check if you need
a land use consent.
Rules in some parts of Canterbury have changed,
and even if you didn’t need consent to farm in the
past, you may need it now.
If your farming operation requires a consent,
then you’ll need to act soon.
Visit the Environment Canterbury Farmers’ Hub to find
the rules for your zone and how to apply for a land use
consent to farm: www.ecan.govt.nz/farmers-hub

This guide was last updated on 18 September 2020.
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Rules by farming activity

LAND USE CONSENT TO FARM, INCLUDING
NUTRIENT RULES AND WATER QUALITY LIMITS
All farmers in Canterbury need to check if they require
a land use consent to farm. The easiest way to get the
process started is to call Environment Canterbury
Customer Services or talk to your industry representative.
The Canterbury Land and Water Regional Plan (LWRP)
places responsibility on farmers to operate within water
quality limits. This means you must have a land use consent
if the property exceeds certain farming activity limits –
like your nitrogen loss threshold or winter grazing area.
These limits vary across Canterbury depending on the water
quality status within your local nutrient allocation zones.
Activities such as irrigation and winter grazing are seen
as having a higher risk of environmental impact, meaning a
consenting process is necessary to ensure on-farm management
is appropriate. This includes a requirement to prepare and
implement audited Farm Environment Plans.

Know your water zone
The rules and policies within the LWRP operate at two
levels: it has a region-wide section and sub-regional
sections. The policies and rules in the sub-regional sections
can apply instead of, or in addition to the policies and rules
in the region-wide section.
6

The sub-regional sections of the LWRP generally align
with the boundaries of Canterbury's water zones that were
established in the Canterbury Water Management Strategy,
although there can be some differences in the boundaries
for some areas.
The map on the next page shows these different water
zones within Canterbury.
Kaikōura
Hurunui Waiau
Waimakariri
Christchurch West Melton
Banks Peninsula
Selwyn Waihora
Ashburton
Orari Temuka Opihi Pareora
Upper Waitaki
Lower Waitaki South Coastal Canterbury
Once you've identified the relevant zone or zones,
you can read an overview of the rules around land
use consents at www.ecan.govt.nz/farmers-hub or
contact Customer Services by calling 0800 324 636
or by emailing ecinfo@ecan.govt.nz and providing
the address for your property.

Need help? 0800 324 636 | ecinfo@ecan.govt.nz | www.ecan.govt.nz/farmers-hub

Canterbury's
water zones
Need more detail?

Clarence
River

Head to www.ecan.govt.nz/myzone and
type in your address to find your water
zone and a detailed map of your area.

Kaikōura
Zone
Kowhai River

Conway River

Waiau River

Hurunui
Waiau Zone

Hurunui River

Waipara River

Waimakariri
Zone

Ashley River
Waimakariri River

Christchurch
West Melton Zone
Selwyn
Waihora Zone

Ashburton
Zone
Rakaia River

Banks
Peninsula
Zone

Ashburton River

Orari Temuka
Opihi Pareora
Zone
Upper Waitaki
Zone

Hinds River
Rangitata River
Orari River
Opihi River

Pareora River

Lower Waitaki
South Coastal
Canterbury Zone

Waihao River

Waitaki River

This guide was last updated on 18 September 2020.
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STOCK ACCESS TO WATERWAYS
Stock access to rivers, lakes, wetlands and streams
can damage the bed and banks of waterways and smother
stream life. Discharges of dung and urine directly to water
can impact water quality. You need to be aware of the rules
on excluding stock from waterways in your area, as they
vary depending on location, waterway and stock type
around Canterbury.

Proposed Plan Change 7
Some of the rules relating to stock access to waterways
have been notified under Proposed Plan Change 7, which
is currently going through the planning process. It’s
important to check these rules if you are about to begin
a new activity.

For more detail, see the
Information sheet – stock access.

ACTIVITY

IS A RESOURCE
CONSENT REQUIRED?

WHAT ARE SOME
EXAMPLES OF THE
CONDITIONS?

WHAT RULE DO
I NEED TO CONSULT?

Use and disturbance of the
bed (including the banks)
of a lake, river or wetland
by any farmed cattle,
farmed deer or farmed
pigs in prohibited areas

This activity is prohibited
and resource consent cannot
be sought or granted.

This is a prohibited activity
so it has no conditions.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.71

Use and disturbance of the
bed (including the banks)
of a lake or river by stock

Permitted only if you
meet the conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

Stock access to a lake or river
is permitted if it is not in a
prohibited area (see above)
and does not result in:

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.68

Intensively farmed stock
requires resource consent
for access to any river
over one metre wide or 10
centimetres deep or to a lake.

•
•

•

Use and disturbance
of a wetland by stock

8

Pugging or de-vegetation
that exposes bare earth
in the bed or banks
A conspicuous change
in clarity or colour
of the water outside
the mixing zone
Cattle standing in a lake
located within a Lake
Zone, classified as a High
Naturalness Waterbody,
or located outside the Hill
and High Country Area.

Permitted only if you
meet the conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

Stock access to wetlands
is permitted if it is not
in a prohibited area and
it does not result in:

Intensively farmed stock
requires resource consent
for access to a wetland.

•
•

Pugging or de-vegetation
that exposes bare
earth; or
A conspicuous change
in clarity or colour
of the water.

Note: Rule contains four
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.68
Note: Rule contains three
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

Need help? 0800 324 636 | ecinfo@ecan.govt.nz | www.ecan.govt.nz/farmers-hub

OFFAL AND FARM RUBBISH PITS
If your offal or rubbish pit doesn’t meet the conditions in
our rules, it will need a resource consent. The conditions
consider the impact on both water quality and air quality,
so make sure you consult the rules in detail.

ACTIVITY
Offal pits

Discharge of contaminants
to air from offal pits

Burial of a single dead animal

On-site refuse disposal pit

IS A RESOURCE
CONSENT REQUIRED?

Proposed Plan Change 7
Some of the rules relating to offal and farm rubbish
pits have been notified under Proposed Plan Change 7,
which is currently going through the planning process.
It’s important to check these rules if you are about to
begin a new activity.

WHAT ARE SOME
EXAMPLES OF THE
CONDITIONS?

WHAT RULE DO
I NEED TO CONSULT?

Offal pits are permitted,
provided you meet all
conditions of the rule;
otherwise you need a
resource consent.

The volume of a pit must be
less than 50 m3. Use no more
than one pit per 100 ha of
property per year. Design
each pit to prevent adverse
effects on water quality.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.38

Permitted, provided you
meet all conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

There must be no offensive or
objectionable effects beyond
the boundary of the property.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.68

Permitted, provided you
meet all conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

The dead animal must be
from agricultural production
on the property. Manage the
burial to prevent adverse
effects on water quality.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.25

Permitted, provided you
meet all conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

The pit must be less than
50 m3 in volume and located
on a property greater than
20 ha in area. Design it to
prevent adverse effects on
water and soil quality.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.27

Note: Rule contains three
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

Note: Rule contains three
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

Note: Rule contains five
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

Note: Rule contains six
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

Is your farm pit under the limit?
50m3 might be smaller
than you think.

5m

2m

5m

Tip: That's about the size of
two double beds down and
two across.
Example dimensions.
Sizes can vary within 50m3

This guide was last updated on 18 September 2020.
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SILAGE PITS AND COMPOST
If you have a silage pit on your property, you need to check
it complies with the rules below. The volume of your pit is
important, as well as the matter you are stockpiling.
These rules do not apply to bailed and wrapped silage,
either in individual bales or a continuous tube.

ACTIVITY

IS A RESOURCE
CONSENT REQUIRED?

Proposed Plan Change 7
Some of the rules relating to silage and compost have been
notified under Proposed Plan Change 7, which is currently
going through the planning process. It’s important to check
these rules if you are about to begin a new activity.

WHAT ARE SOME
EXAMPLES OF THE
CONDITIONS?

WHAT RULE DO
I NEED TO CONSULT?

Silage pit or stockpiling of
decaying organic matter
(including compost) with
maximum volume of 20 m3

Activity is permitted,
provided you meet all
conditions of the rule.

Any stockpile liquid must not
enter a surface waterbody.
It must not originate from
industrial or trade processes.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.38

Silage pit or stockpiling of
decaying organic matter
(including compost) over
the volume of 20 m3

Permitted, provided you
meet all conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

Do not locate the site within
50 m of a surface waterbody,
a property boundary, a
bore, or the Coastal Marine
Area. Do not locate the
site within a Community
Drinking-water Protection
Zone or the Christchurch
Groundwater Protection
Zone. Any stockpile liquid
should not enter a surface
waterbody or originate from
industrial or trade processes.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.39

Note: Rule contains three
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

Note: Rule contains three
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

DISCHARGING ANIMAL AND VEGETATIVE FARM WASTE
Here is a summary of the rules around discharging solid
animal waste (such as excrement) and vegetative material
to your land.

ACTIVITY
Discharge of solid animal
waste or vegetative
material into or onto land

10

IS A RESOURCE
CONSENT REQUIRED?
Permitted, provided you
meet all conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent

WHAT ARE SOME
EXAMPLES OF THE
CONDITIONS?
Discharge must not occur
to the same area more than
once every two months. It
must not include human
waste or hazardous
material. Minimise adverse
effects on water quality.

WHAT RULE DO
I NEED TO CONSULT?
Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.29
Note: Rule contains three
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

Need help? 0800 324 636 | ecinfo@ecan.govt.nz | www.ecan.govt.nz/farmers-hub

ANIMAL EFFLUENT AND STOCK HOLDING AREAS
The discharge of effluent collected from livestock and
management of stock holding areas is controlled to
minimise impact on the land, water and air.

ACTIVITY

IS A RESOURCE
CONSENT REQUIRED?

Proposed Plan Change 7
Some of the rules relating to animal effluent have been
notified under Proposed Plan Change 7, which is currently
going through the planning process. It’s important to check
these rules if you are about to begin a new activity.

WHAT ARE SOME
EXAMPLES OF THE
CONDITIONS?

WHAT RULE DO
I NEED TO CONSULT?

Permitted, provided you
meet all conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

The stock holding area must
not be within a Community
Drinking Water Protection
Zone. Minimise adverse
effects on water quality
and nearby activities.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.31

Collection, storage and
treatment of animal effluent
– discharge to land

Permitted, provided you
meet both conditions of
the rule; otherwise you
need a resource consent.

Land used for collection,
storage and treatment of
animal effluent must not
be within a Community
Drinking Water Protection
Zone. Minimise adverse
effects on water quality.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.33

Collection, storage and
treatment of animal
effluent – discharge to air

Permitted, provided you
meet all conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

Prepare an odour
management plan and supply
it to Environment Canterbury
on request. Keep records of
all effluents discharged in the
previous three months. There
must be no objectionable or
offensive effects beyond the
boundary of the property.

Canterbury Air Regional
Plan – Rule 7.73

Discharge of effluent or water
containing effluent from a
stock truck holding tank

Permitted, provided you
meet both conditions of
the rule; otherwise you
need a resource consent.

Maximum volume discharged
must not exceed 100 m3
per property in a 12-month
period. Minimise adverse
effects on water quality.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.35

Discharge of effluent or water
containing effluent from
stock holding area or animal
effluent storage facility

You must have a
resource consent.

Contact us for more
information on the resource
consents process.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.36

Stock holding areas

This guide was last updated on 18 September 2020.

Note: Rule contains four
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

Note: Rule contains two
conditions – you must
meet both conditions for
permitted activity status.

Note: Rule contains four
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

Note: Rule contains two
conditions – you must
meet both conditions for
permitted activity status.
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DISCHARGES TO AIR FROM INTENSIVE
FARMING AND ACCOMMODATION OF CATTLE
Rules are in place to reduce the impact of odour and
discharge of contaminants from intensive farming.

ACTIVITY

IS A RESOURCE
CONSENT REQUIRED?

WHAT ARE SOME
EXAMPLES OF THE
CONDITIONS?

WHAT RULE DO
I NEED TO CONSULT?

Odour and contaminants
from intensive poultry,
pig or mushroom
farming established
before 1 June 2002

Permitted, provided you
meet both conditions of
the rule; otherwise you
need a resource consent.

Odour must not cause
offensive or objectionable
effects beyond the boundary
of the property. The
scale of farming activity
must not have increased
since 1 June 2002.

Canterbury Air Regional Plan
– Rule 7.65

Odour and contaminants
from intensive poultry,
pig or mushroom
farming established on
or after 1 June 2002

You must have a
resource consent.

Contact us for more
information on the resource
consents process.

Canterbury Air Regional Plan
– Rules 7.67, 7.68, 7.69, 7.72

Discharge of contaminants to
air from the accommodation
of more than 30 cattle
(excluding calves) in a barn
or another roofed structure

Activity is permitted,
provided you meet the
required conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

Locate the discharge site
at least 200 m from the
property boundary, 500 m
from any sensitive activity,
and 1000 m from any
land zoned as residential.
Discharge must not cause
offensive or objectionable
effects beyond the
boundary of the property.

Canterbury Air Regional
Plan – Rule 7.70

Note: Rule contains two
conditions – you must
meet both conditions for
permitted activity status.

Note: Rule contains three
conditions – you must
meet condition 1 and either
condition 2 or condition 3 for
permitted activity status.

BURNING OF CROP RESIDUE
If you’re planning to carry out crop residue burning (also
known as stubble burning), you need to prepare a smoke
management plan and check if you’re within a buffer zone
in the Canterbury Air Regional Plan. You can find maps
of the buffer zones around Ashburton and Timaru at
www.ecan.govt.nz.

Check it’s alright before you light
Fire and Emergency New Zealand has its own seasonal
restrictions and permitting requirements. Even if your
burning is within the Environment Canterbury rules, be
sure to check with Fire and Emergency New Zealand if
it’s an open, restricted or prohibited fire season. Visit
checkitsalright.nz for details.

For more information on Environment
Canterbury’s rules, see the factsheet
Outdoor burning – What you need to know.
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ACTIVITY
Crop residue burning
outside buffer areas

Crop residue burning
within buffer areas

IS A RESOURCE
CONSENT REQUIRED?

WHAT ARE SOME
EXAMPLES OF THE
CONDITIONS?

WHAT RULE DO
I NEED TO CONSULT?

Permitted, provided you
meet all conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

Discharge must not cause an
offensive or objectionable
effect beyond the boundary of
the property. You must have
a smoke management plan.

Canterbury Air Regional Plan
– Rule 7.11

You must have a
resource consent.

Contact us for more
information on the resource
consents process.

Canterbury Air Regional Plan
– Rule 7.13

Note: Rule contains five
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

BURNING OF VEGETATION (EXCLUDING CROP RESIDUE),
PAPER, CARDBOARD OR UNTREATED WOOD
It’s important to note that burning of any material not listed
above (including plastic, batteries, asbestos, painted or
treated wood, and rubber) is prohibited. Please refer to
Rule 7.7 of the Canterbury Air Regional Plan for a list of all
prohibited materials.

ACTIVITY
Burning of vegetation, paper,
cardboard or untreated wood

IS A RESOURCE
CONSENT REQUIRED?
Permitted, provided you
meet all conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

In addition, different rules apply to people burning material
on Hill or High Country within Canterbury. Whatever area
you are in, it also pays to check if you need a fire permit
from your district or your local Fire and Emergency New
Zealand Principal Rural Fire Officer.

WHAT ARE SOME
EXAMPLES OF THE
CONDITIONS?
The area of the property must
be more than 2 ha. Smoke
must not cause offensive or
objectionable effects beyond
the boundary of the property.
You must have a smoke
management plan if
burning occurs for longer
than three days.

Burning of vegetation within
Hill and High Country
(land with a slope of more
than 20 degrees and/or
land that is more than 600
metres above sea level)

Permitted, provided you
meet all conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

Burning must occur between
1 June and 31 October. You
must notify Environment
Canterbury and provide
maps at least 20 working
days before burning starts.
Burning must not occur
within 5 m of a riverbed,
lake or wetland boundary.

This guide was last updated on 18 September 2020.

WHAT RULE DO
I NEED TO CONSULT?
Canterbury Air Regional Plan
– Rule 7.14
Note: Rule contains 10
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.172
Note: Rule contains six
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.
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EARTHWORKS AND VEGETATION CLEARANCE
Carrying out earthworks, clearing vegetation and working
on drains can lead to erosion and affect water quality and
biodiversity if not carefully managed. Flood protection
works must also be protected.
This section outlines some of the key rules to consult if
you are thinking about undertaking works. Some district
or city councils have additional rules for earthworks and
vegetation clearance within their districts. Please get in
touch with your local territorial authority for information.

Flood Protection and Drainage Bylaw
Within Flood Protection or Drainage Scheme rating
districts, activities within or near some rivers and small
waterways will also need to comply with the requirements
of the Flood Protection and Drainage Bylaw. Check with
your local Area Engineer before you carry out any work that
may impact flood protection or drainage infrastructure.

If you are not sure whether you are in a rating district, please
get in touch with Customer Services. For more information on
the bylaw, see www.ecan.govt.nz/floodbylaw.
Flood Hazards staff in Christchurch (for north of Rakaia
River) or Timaru (south of Rakaia River) are also available
to answer more general questions you may have about
the potential for flooding on your property. A significant
portion of Canterbury is at risk of flooding from overtopping
from rivers or streams, local run-off or coastal inundation.
This team can help you consider how on-farm development
may impact on the flow of water through your property.

Proposed Plan Change 7
Some of the rules relating to earthworks have been notified
under Proposed Plan Change 7, which is currently going
through the planning process. It’s important to check these
rules if you are about to begin a new activity.

For more detail, see: Environment Canterbury's
Erosion and Sediment Control Toolbox and
Good Drain Management Guidelines

Visit the Erosion and
Sediment Control Toolbox
Environment Canterbury’s
guidelines for land and
waterway disturbing activities
that can cause sediment and
dust discharge to water and air.

To find out more, visit
www.esccanterbury.co.nz
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ACTIVITY
Introduction or planting of
any plant, or the removal
and disturbance of existing
vegetation in, on or under
the bed of a lake or river

IS A RESOURCE
CONSENT REQUIRED?
Permitted, provided you
meet all conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

WHAT ARE SOME
EXAMPLES OF THE
CONDITIONS?
The activity must not
prevent access to lawfully
established structures,
including flood protection
works and vegetation.
Do not disturb, remove,
damage or destroy any
vegetation used for flood
control or bank stabilisation
without written approval of the
person or agency responsible.

WHAT RULE DO
I NEED TO CONSULT?
Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.163
Note: Rule contains 10
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

Vegetation clearance within
10 m of a lake, riverbed or
wetland in Hill and High
Country land or land shown
as high soil erosion risk, or;
within 5 m of a lake, riverbed
or wetland in all other areas

Permitted, provided you
meet all conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

Vegetation clearance must
not be on land above 900
m. Any felling of trees,
or part of a tree, must be
away from any lake, river
or wetland, except where
human safety concerns make
it not practicable to do so.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.167

Earthworks either:

Permitted, provided you
meet all conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

Earthworks must not
occur adjacent to a salmon
spawning area or īnanga
spawning habitat.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.168

Vegetation clearance,
cultivation and earthworks
in areas at high risk
of soil erosion

Permitted, provided you
meet all conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

Any cultivation must be
across the contour of
the land. Stabilise and
revegetate any cleared
areas within six months
after starting the works.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.170

Excavation

Permitted, provided you
meet both conditions of
the rule; otherwise you
need a resource consent.

Over a coastal confined gravel
aquifer system (see layer
in Canterbury Maps): If you
excavate more than 100 m3,
you must not do so within 50
m of any surface waterbody.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.175

•

•

Within 10 m of a lake,
riverbed or wetland in
Hill and High Country
land or land shown as
high soil erosion risk, or
Within 5 m of a lake,
riverbed or wetland
in all other areas

Over an unconfined or
semi-confined aquifer: If you
excavate more than 100 m3,
you must not do so within 50
m of any surface waterbody.
You must also leave more
than 1 m of undisturbed
material between the deepest
part of excavation and the
highest groundwater level.
Deposition of more than 50
m3 of material in a 12-month
period onto land excavated
more than 5 m below the
natural land surface

You must have a
resource consent.

This guide was last updated on 18 September 2020.

Contact us for more
information on the resource
consents process.

Note: Rule contains seven
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

Note: Rule contains five
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

Note: Rule contains four
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

Note: Rule contains two
conditions – you must
meet both conditions for
permitted activity status.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.177
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DISCHARGE OF AGRICHEMICALS
Agrichemicals used for weed and pest control need to be
carefully managed on-farm. In addition to following our
rules, you should check that the chemicals you plan to use
are approved under the Hazardous Substances and New
Organisms Act 1996 (HSNO).

ACTIVITY

IS A RESOURCE
CONSENT REQUIRED?

WHAT ARE SOME
EXAMPLES OF THE
CONDITIONS?

WHAT RULE DO
I NEED TO CONSULT?

Discharge of vertebrate
toxic agent into or
onto land or water

Permitted, provided you
meet both conditions of
the rule; otherwise you
need a resource consent.

Substance must be approved
under HSNO. Discharge
cannot occur within a
Community Drinking
Water Protection Zone.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.20

Discharge of agrichemicals
or washwater from
agrichemical equipment
into or onto land or water

Permitted, provided you
meet all conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

Substance must be approved
under HSNO. Minimise effects
on nearby waterbodies and
land. Discharge cannot occur
within a Community Drinking
Water Protection Zone.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.22

Discharge of
agrichemicals to air

Permitted, provided you
meet all conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

Substance must be approved
under HSNO. Spray drift must
have no effects beyond the
boundary of the property.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.77

Permitted, provided you
meet all conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

Substance must be approved
under HSNO. Spray drift
must have no effects
beyond the boundary of the
property. Notify Environment
Canterbury no less than 48
hours before spraying begins.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.78

Discharge of agrichemicals
to air for addressing a
biosecurity incursion

Note: Rule contains two
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

Note: Rule contains four
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

Note: Rule contains five
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

Note: Rule contains four
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

Safely disposing of unwanted agrichemicals
at a recent rural waste event near Geraldine.
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STORAGE AND USE OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES
For the safety of the public and the health of the
environment, you must comply with rules relating to the
storage, application and disposal of waste and hazardous
substances.
Our rules are guided by several pieces of national strategy
and legislation, which outline local government and central
government responsibilities.
WorkSafe’s website (www.worksafe.govt.nz) has an
agriculture section that provides a series of good-practice
guidelines to manage the risks on a farm and comply

ACTIVITY

IS A RESOURCE
CONSENT REQUIRED?

with the health, safety and environmental regulations for
chemicals and fuels.
Hazardous substances are listed in Schedule 4 of the
Canterbury Land and Water Regional Plan.

Proposed Plan Change 7
Some of the rules relating to hazardous substances have
been notified under Proposed Plan Change 7, which is
currently going through the planning process. It’s important
to check these rules if you are about to begin a new activity.

WHAT ARE SOME
EXAMPLES OF THE
CONDITIONS?

WHAT RULE DO
I NEED TO CONSULT?

Storage in portable
container and use of
hazardous substance

Permitted, provided you
meet both conditions of
the rule; otherwise you
need a resource consent.

Substance must be approved
under the Hazardous
Substances and New
Organisms (HSNO) Act 1996.
Store and use the substance
in accordance with all
conditions of the approval.
Do not locate container(s)
within 20 m of a surface
water body or bore, or
within a Community Drinking
Water Protection Zone.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.179

Storage and use of hazardous
substance that does not meet
conditions of Rule 5.179

You must have a
resource consent.

Contact us for more
information on the resource
consents process.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.180

Storage outside of portable
container and use of
hazardous substance

Permitted, provided you
meet all conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

Substance must be approved
under HSNO. An inventory
of hazardous substances on
the site must be maintained
and made available to
Environment Canterbury
or emergency services on
request. Substances must
be controlled, stored and
managed to prevent adverse
effects on water quality.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.181

Decommissioning of a
container used for storage
of a hazardous substance

Permitted, provided you
meet the one condition
of the rule; otherwise you
need a resource consent.

Provide Environment
Canterbury with the
information listed in Part
B of Schedule 4 of the
Canterbury Land and
Water Regional Plan.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.183

This guide was last updated on 18 September 2020.

Note: Rule contains two
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

Note: Rule contains six
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

Note: Rule contains one
condition – you must
meet this condition for
permitted activity status.
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DISCHARGE OF FERTILISER
If you use fertiliser on your farm, you need to be aware of
the rules around discharging to land and air. In addition to
following our rules, you should check that the substance
you plan to use is approved under the Hazardous
Substances and New Organisms Act 1996 (HSNO).

ACTIVITY
Discharge of fertiliser to land

Discharge of fertiliser to air

Discharge of fertiliser to
land from an aircraft

IS A RESOURCE
CONSENT REQUIRED?

Proposed Plan Change 7
Some of the rules relating to fertiliser use have been
notified under Proposed Plan Change 7, which is currently
going through the planning process. It’s important to check
these rules if you are about to begin a new activity.

WHAT ARE SOME
EXAMPLES OF THE
CONDITIONS?

WHAT RULE DO
I NEED TO CONSULT?

Permitted, provided you
meet all conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

Only discharge fertiliser
up to the paddock edge
of the riparian planting.
Otherwise, you cannot
discharge it directly into or
within 10 m of a river, artificial
watercourse, lake wetland
boundary, or significant
indigenous biodiversity site.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.65

Permitted, provided you
meet all conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

Substance must be approved
under HSNO. Spray drift must
have no effects beyond the
boundary of the property.

Canterbury Air Regional
Plan – Rule 7.77

Permitted, provided you
meet both conditions of
the rule; otherwise you
need a resource consent.

Do not discharge fertiliser
directly into or within 10
m of: a river or artificial
watercourse that is more
than 2 m wide; a lake wetland
boundary; or a significant
indigenous biodiversity site.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.66

Note: Rule contains three
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

Note: Rule contains five
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

Note: Rule contains two
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

BUILDING AND USING STRUCTURES
IN BEDS OF LAKES OR RIVERS
Using, placing, altering or removing structures,
or disturbing the bed of a river or lake, needs to
be carefully managed in Canterbury waterways.
You usually need a resource consent to do so if
you do not meet the rule conditions.

Flood Protection and Drainage Bylaw
Within Flood Protection or Drainage Scheme rating
districts, activities within or near some rivers and small
waterways will also need to comply with the requirements
of the Flood Protection and Drainage Bylaw. Check with
your local Area Engineer before you do any work that may
impact on flood protection or drainage infrastructure.
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If you are not sure whether you are in a rating district,
please get in touch with Customer Services.
For more information on the bylaw, see
www.ecan.govt.nz/floodbylaw

Proposed Plan Change 7
Some of the rules relating to structures in beds of lakes
or rivers have been notified under Proposed Plan Change 7,
which is currently going through the planning process.
It’s important to check these rules if you are about to
begin a new activity.

Need help? 0800 324 636 | ecinfo@ecan.govt.nz | www.ecan.govt.nz/farmers-hub

ACTIVITY

IS A RESOURCE
CONSENT REQUIRED?

WHAT ARE SOME
EXAMPLES OF THE
CONDITIONS?

WHAT RULE DO
I NEED TO CONSULT?

Using, placing, altering
or removing pipes, ducts,
cables and wires

Permitted, provided you
meet all conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

Activity must not prevent
access to or over the bed. Do
not undertake it in, on or over
the bed of any river of lake
listed as a high naturalness
waterbody. The activity
must not obstruct or alter
navigation of the lake or river.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.135

Drilling and tunnelling

Permitted, provided you
meet all conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

Do not undertake the activity
in, on or under: the bed
of a lake listed as a high
naturalness waterbody; a
salmon spawning site; or an
īnanga spawning habitat.
Works must not occur in
flowing water and must
not involve deposition
of any substance, other
than bed material.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.136

Permitted, provided you
meet all conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

Do not undertake the activity
in, on or under: the bed
of a lake listed as a high
naturalness waterbody;
a salmon spawning site;
or an īnanga spawning
habitat. Works must not
occur in flowing water.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.137

Permitted, provided you
meet all conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

Structures must have been
lawfully established. Any
maintenance must not
increase the footprint,
height or external envelope
of the structure.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.139

Temporary structures
or diversions associated
with rules 5.135 to
5.139, or in relation to
artificial watercourses

Permitted, provided you
meet both conditions of
the rule; otherwise you
need a resource consent.

Do not undertake the activity
in a salmon spawning site
or īnanga spawning habitat.
Do not keep any temporary
structure or diversion in place
for more than four weeks
in any 12-month period.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.140

Temporary discharges to
water associated with rules
5.135 to 5.140, or in relation
to artificial watercourses

Permitted, provided you
meet all conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

Discharge is for short
durations. It must only
consist of sediment, organic
material and water that
originates from within the
bed of the lake or river
and that is not within a
salmon spawning site or
īnanga spawning habitat.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.141

Using, placing, altering or
removing ridges and culverts

Use and maintenance
of structures

This guide was last updated on 18 September 2020.

Note: Rule contains three
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

Note: Rule contains six
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

Note: Rule contains nine
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

Note: Rule contains four
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

Note: Rule contains two
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

Note: Rule contains three
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.
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DAMS AND DAMMING
If you are proposing to build a dam or carry out work on an
existing one, you are likely to need to apply for a resource
consent from Environment Canterbury, especially if it will
be a ‘large’ dam (deeper than 4 m and with a volume over
20,000 m3).

ACTIVITY

IS A RESOURCE
CONSENT REQUIRED?

Damming of water and
construction, use, alteration,
maintenance and operation
of dam structures

Permitted, provided you
meet all conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

WHAT ARE SOME
EXAMPLES OF THE
CONDITIONS?

WHAT RULE DO
I NEED TO CONSULT?

Damming outside
of a river or lake:

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.154

Volume of water is less
than 20,000 m3 or depth is
less than 4 m. For volumes
above 1000 m3, a Recognised
Engineer must certify the
dam design and construction.

Note: Rule contains six
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

Damming in bed
of a river or lake:
Volume of water impounded
is less than 5000 m3 and
depth is less than 3 m. Dam
does not impound the full
flow of river and is not within
a high naturalness river.*

* Sections 6 to 15 of
Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan detail limits
for surface waterbodies and
high naturalness rivers.

Use and maintenance of
dam lawfully established
before 1 November 2013

Permitted, provided you
meet all conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

The key condition is that
the dam must have been
lawfully established
before 1 November 2013.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.158

Construction of dam
or carrying out work
on existing dam

Permitted, provided you
meet all conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

Dam must have been
lawfully established
before 1 November 2013.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.154
Note: Rule contains two
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

EXTRACTING GRAVEL AND ACTIVITIES
RELATING TO GRAVEL EXCAVATION
Gravel extraction is actively managed in Canterbury and you’ll
need permission to extract gravel either as a permitted activity
or by obtaining a gravel authorisation or a resource consent.
Extractions are controlled by various rules in our regional
plans depending on your intended activity and other activities
that may be associated with the excavation, such as working
in flowing water, using temporary culverts, temporarily
diverting channels or discharging dust into the air.
The Waimakariri River is governed by different rules for
gravel extraction under the Waimakariri River Regional Plan.
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Proposed Plan Change 7
Some of the rules relating to gravel extraction have been
notified under Proposed Plan Change 7, which is currently
going through the planning process. It’s important to check
these rules if you are about to begin a new activity.
Note: Resource Management Act 1991 sections 124A to 124C
do not apply to resource consents to extract gravel from the
bed of a lake or river in Canterbury.

Need help? 0800 324 636 | ecinfo@ecan.govt.nz | www.ecan.govt.nz/farmers-hub

ACTIVITY

IS A RESOURCE
CONSENT REQUIRED?

WHAT ARE SOME
EXAMPLES OF THE
CONDITIONS?

WHAT RULE DO
I NEED TO CONSULT?

Permitted, provided you
meet all conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

Do not undertake the activity
in a salmon spawning site
or īnanga spawning habitat.
The activity must not occur
within flowing water. Do not
extract a volume of more than
5 m3 in any 12-month period.

Extraction of gravel
from the bed of a lake or
river that does not meet
conditions of Rule 5.148

Permitted, provided you
meet the one condition
of the rule; otherwise you
need a resource consent.

Extraction of gravel must
be undertaken ‘on behalf
of’ or by Environment
Canterbury in line with the
Canterbury Regional Gravel
Management Strategy.

Temporary structures
or diversions associated
with rules 5.147 to
5.150, or in relation to
artificial watercourses

Permitted, provided you
meet both conditions of
the rule; otherwise you
need a resource consent.

Do not undertake the activity
in a salmon spawning site
or īnanga spawning habitat.
Do not keep any temporary
structure or diversion in place
for more than four weeks
in any 12-month period.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.151

Temporary discharges to
water associated with rules
5.147 to 5.150, or in relation
to artificial watercourses

Permitted, provided you
meet all conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

Discharge must be for
short durations and must
not exceed sediment
discharge limits (50g/m3
or100g/m3 depending on
the classification of the
river). It must only consist of
sediment, organic material
and water that originates
from within the bed of the
lake or river and that is not
within a salmon spawning site
or īnanga spawning habitat.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.152

Extraction of gravel from
the bed of a lake or river

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.148
Note: Rule contains 10
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.
Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.149
Note: Rule contains one
condition – you must
meet this condition for
permitted activity status.

Note: Rule contains two
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

Note: Rule contains three
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

For more information, see: Canterbury Regional
River Gravel Management Strategy and River and
drain management: River-based gravel extraction

Sustainable management of gravel
extracted from rivers throughout
Canterbury is guided by a Gravel
Management Strategy.
This guide was last updated on 18 September 2020.
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TAKING AND USING WATER FOR IRRIGATION,
HORTICULTURE AND DAIRY WASH-DOWN
Taking and using water for farming purposes, such as for
irrigation, dairy shed washdown or horticulture, must
comply with the relevant permitted activity rules or be
authorised by a resource consent.
The rules may differ depending on the location of your
farm and which sub-regional plans and river regional plans
are relevant. So, if you are planning on taking water, it is
important to contact Customer Services to check you know
the rules and whether you need a consent.

To use water responsibly and help to keep it as a plentiful
resource, as a consent holder you must supply water data
when it is due and avoid taking more water than is allowed
under your resource consent (including taking water when
rivers are on restriction).

Proposed Plan Change 7
Some of the rules relating to taking and using water have
been notified under Proposed Plan Change 7, which is
currently going through the planning process. It’s important
to check these rules if you are about to begin a new activity.

For more detailed information for water consent
holders, see the factsheet Responsibilities for
water consent holders.

Take and use of groundwater
ACTIVITY
Take and use of groundwater

IS A RESOURCE
CONSENT REQUIRED?
You must have a resource
consent. Activity is
prohibited if you do not
meet certain conditions.

WHAT ARE SOME
EXAMPLES OF THE
CONDITIONS?
Contact us for more
information on the resource
consents process.*

WHAT RULE DO
I NEED TO CONSULT?
Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.128
* Sections 6 to 15 of
Canterbury Land and
Water Regional Plan detail
limits for Groundwater
Allocation Zones.

Take and use of surface water
ACTIVITY
Take and use of surface
water from a river or lake

Non-consumptive take and
use of water from a lake, river
or artificial watercourse and
discharge to the same lake,
river or artificial watercourse
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IS A RESOURCE
CONSENT REQUIRED?

WHAT ARE SOME
EXAMPLES OF THE
CONDITIONS?

WHAT RULE DO
I NEED TO CONSULT?

You must have a resource
consent. Activity is
prohibited if certain
conditions are not met.

Contact us for more
information on the resource
consents process.*

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.123

You must have a
resource consent.

Contact us for more
information on the resource
consents process.**

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.126

* Sections 6 to 15 of
Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan detail limits
for surface waterbodies.

** Sections 6 to 15 of
Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan detail limits for
surface waterbodies and high
naturalness lakes and rivers.

Need help? 0800 324 636 | ecinfo@ecan.govt.nz | www.ecan.govt.nz/farmers-hub

Small and community water takes
Environment Canterbury’s rules do not affect an individual’s
right to take water in accordance with section 14(3)(b) of
the Resource Management Act 1991. Rules may also be
subject to sub-regional rules and river regional plan rules.

ACTIVITY

IS A RESOURCE
CONSENT REQUIRED?

WHAT ARE SOME
EXAMPLES OF THE
CONDITIONS?

WHAT RULE DO
I NEED TO CONSULT?

Take and use of water for a
community water supply from
groundwater or surface water

You must have a
resource consent.

Contact us for more
information on the resource
consents process.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.115

Take and use of water from
a lake or river subject to a
Water Conservation Order

You must have a
resource consent.

Contact us for more
information on the resource
consents process.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.112

Take and use of water
from a lake, river or
artificial watercourse

Permitted, provided you
meet all conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

Rate and volume of take
depend on seven-day
mean annual low flow; or
you should take less than
5 L/s and 10 m3 per day.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.111

Take and use of groundwater
– less than 5 L/s and from
10 m3 to 100 m3 per day

Permitted, provided you
meet the one condition
of the rule; otherwise you
need a resource consent.

The bore, other than a
sampling or monitoring
bore, must be located more
than 20 m from the property
boundary, or any surface
waterbody. For takes greater
than 10 m3, the property
must be more than 20 ha.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.113
or 5.114

Note: Rule contains six
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

Note: Rule(s) contain
one condition – you must
meet this condition for
permitted activity status.

Taking water from canals or water storage
ACTIVITY

IS A RESOURCE
CONSENT REQUIRED?

Take and use of water
from irrigation or
hydroelectric canals or
water storage facility

Permitted, provided you
meet both conditions of
the rule; otherwise you
need a resource consent.

This guide was last updated on 18 September 2020.

WHAT ARE SOME
EXAMPLES OF THE
CONDITIONS?
You must get a written
agreement from the owner
or manager of the irrigation
or hydroelectric canal or
water storage facility.

WHAT RULE DO
I NEED TO CONSULT?
Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.121
Note: Rule contains two
conditions – you must
meet both conditions for
permitted activity status.
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INSTALLING BORES AND GALLERIES
Installing a bore or gallery in Canterbury can be a
permitted activity if the bore or gallery is installed by
a member of the Canterbury Regional Council (CRC)
Bore Installers Programme; and if you meet all the
other conditions of the rule.

The Bore Installers Programme has a set of terms and
conditions about what is expected of members. These
expectations include complying with all relevant plans
and bylaws and consulting with local rūnanga if a
proposed location is on culturally sensitive land.

IS A RESOURCE
CONSENT REQUIRED?

WHAT ARE SOME
EXAMPLES OF THE
CONDITIONS?

Installation, maintenance
and use of water infiltration
gallery or bore

Permitted – provided you
meet all conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

The gallery or bore must be
installed by a company under
Canterbury Regional Council
Bore Installers Programme.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.103

Use of land, including bed
of a lake or river, for the
decommissioning of a bore

Permitted – provided you
meet all conditions of the
rule; otherwise you need
a resource consent.

The land must be
appropriately backfilled
and sealed.

Canterbury Land and Water
Regional Plan – Rule 5.107

ACTIVITY

WHAT RULE DO
I NEED TO CONSULT?

Note: Rule contains six
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

Note: Rule contains three
conditions – you must meet
all of these conditions for
permitted activity status.

WETLANDS MANAGEMENT
Canterbury’s wetlands are rich in biodiversity values and
provide habitats for many species of plants and animals.
They also play an important role in nutrient and sediment
filtering, water quality and flood control, so it is essential
that we protect them.
It is important for you to know if you have wetlands on
your property as defined by the Canterbury Land and
Water Regional Plan (LWRP). This is because consents
are often required for activities that may affect wetlands,
such as where the area of a wetland may be reduced, or a
discharge from air, land or water may affect wetland health.
The best way to check if you have a potential wetland on
your property is to view the Canterbury Maps wetland layer.
You can contact Customer Services at Environment
Canterbury if you need help with this process or if you
have any query about a potential wetland shown on your
property. Call us on 0800 324 636 or email us at
ecinfo@ecan.govt.nz.
If you would like advice on how to protect and enhance
your wetland, we can help with that and may even be able
to contribute towards the cost of some of that work. You
will need to meet conditions in Rule 5.159 of the LWRP;
otherwise you will need a resource consent.
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Most of Environment Canterbury’s rules in the
Land and Water Regional Plan contain some form
of separation distance or exclusion to wetlands.
Some examples of these rules, covered in other
sections of this guide, are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vegetation clearance adjacent to
wetland boundaries (page 15)
Earthworks adjacent to wetland
boundaries (page 15)
Burning within the Hill and High
Country Area (page 13)
Stock access to waterways (page 8)
Wetland reduction (including
vegetation clearance) (page 15)
Discharge – most of our discharge rules
contain a separation distance (page 18).

You can also read the factsheets Wetlands: Facts
and mapping and Wetlands: Consenting process

Need help? 0800 324 636 | ecinfo@ecan.govt.nz | www.ecan.govt.nz/farmers-hub

BIOSECURITY RULES FOR PLANT AND ANIMAL PESTS
Pest management is the control and/or containment of
plants and animals that have a negative impact on the
Canterbury region's natural biodiversity values, economy
(through impacts on productivity), recreational activities
and cultural values.
Our role as a regional council (under the Biosecurity Act
1993) is to provide regional leadership for pest management
and implement the Canterbury Regional Pest Management
Plan 2018-2038 (CRPMP).
Under the CRPMP, land occupiers (including owners) are
responsible for controlling specific pests on their land.
Examples include gorse, broom, rabbits, wallabies and
Nassella tussock. Environment Canterbury will check
control is happening by inspecting properties to ensure
land occupiers are following the rules and, if they are not,
directing them to act.

Our biosecurity staff are available to provide advice
and resources to farmers looking to improve their pest
management programmes.
The CRPMP contains five programmes under which declared
pests will be managed. Many of these pests, especially
those with very limited occurrence in Canterbury, are
controlled by Environment Canterbury. Many others
are controlled in collaboration with land occupiers.
The reporting of pests of limited distribution to our
biosecurity team is greatly appreciated.
More details can be found in the booklet
‘Quick guide to the regional pest management
plan’, or go to www.ecan.govt.nz/biosecurity

ON-FARM BIOSECURITY MEASURES
On-farm biosecurity is a set of measures designed to
protect a property from the entry and spread of pests and
diseases. It is the responsibility of the landowner and every
person visiting or working on the property to ensure that
these are implemented.

Our biosecurity staff are available to provide advice and
resources to farmers on the on-farm biosecurity measures
they need to take. Email biosecurity@ecan.govt.nz or
contact Customer Services for individual advice. You can
also visit www.ecan.govt.nz/biosecurity

Pests and diseases can spread to or from your property,
through the movement of people, animals, crops, vehicles
(including boats), machinery and equipment, as well as in
soil mud and contaminated feed and seed.

You can also visit Biosecurity NZ (www.biosecurity.govt.nz)
for more detailed information on national pest management
programmes, including guidance on Mycoplasma bovis and
Velvetleaf management and support and government rules
under the Biosecurity Act 1993.

CATEGORY

BIOSECURITY MEASURES

People

•
•
•

Ask all visitors to check that their footwear and clothing are free from
mud and plant seeds or fragments before entering your farm
Provide cleaning facilities such as hand-washing basins or foot baths
Include biosecurity as part of your farm induction for visitors (as you would with health and safety).

Vehicles, machinery
and equipment

•
•
•
•
•

Limit the number of access points to your farm
Place biosecurity signage (available from Environment Canterbury) at the farm entrance
Only allow clean vehicles and machinery to access your farm
Provide a washdown area in your yard for vehicles entering or exiting your farm
Direct visitors to designated parking areas away from livestock or crops, and if they are
accessing the farm ask that they stay on formed roads and tracks whenever possible.

Livestock

•
•
•

Before buying new stock, or before allowing someone else’s stock to graze on your farm,
check whether there are any pests or diseases on the farm the stock has come from
Isolate new animals in a holding paddock for 21 days
Only take healthy livestock to shows, sales and markets.

•
•
•

Only buy certified seed and propagation material
Before bringing feed on to your property, ask about any pest plants at the source
Regularly monitor feed-out areas for pest plants

Feed and seed

This guide was last updated on 18 September 2020.
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MAHINGA KAI TARGETS TO ACHIEVE ON YOUR FARM
Mahinga kai is about the value of natural resources
that sustain life, including the life of people.
If you require a land use consent to farm, you are now
required to address and implement a mahinga kai target
alongside your existing Farm Environment Plan (FEP)
objectives and targets. The target outlines that mahinga
kai values should be protected as a result of measures
taken to protect and enhance water quality and stream
health. Different mahinga kai targets apply for farmers
in the Waitaki catchment and Selwyn Waihora Cultural
Landscape Values Management Area.
Mahinga kai areas are likely to be those special areas of
your property that you are already actively taking care
of for their environmental or biodiversity significance but it could also be for things that you were not aware
of - the small and little things.

Because it refers to numerous species and interrelationships rather than something specific, there is
no one list of exactly what is and isn’t mahinga kai for
any given property. Mahinga kai includes things such as
species, natural habitats, materials and practices used
for harvesting food, and places where food or resources
are, or were, gathered.
If you would like help with identifying mahinga kai values
on your farm, you can get practical advice from one of
the region’s Pou Mātai Kō (Cultural Land Management
Advisors). Call Customer Services on 0800 324 636 to
be put in touch.
For more detail, see the factsheet
Mahinga kai for Canterbury farmers.

WINTER GRAZING RULES FOR
PROTECTING WATER QUALITY
Winter grazing creates much higher risk for nutrient
and sediment losses to water.

These rules include:
•

You are now expected to plan well ahead for where and
how you're going to carry out winter grazing on your farm.
This is to ensure that you identify any environmental
risks associated with winter grazing and manage them to
industry-agreed Good Management Practices (GMP).
Having a documented plan will give others, such as an FEP
Auditor or a Compliance Officer, greater confidence that
you have planned sufficiently for the season. It also helps
you with your own planning and management and to check
you've thought about every aspect of your winter grazing.
Documenting your plan can be as simple as completing
a template, such as the one available from DairyNZ, or
including a basic plan within your existing FEP.

•

Environment Canterbury has implemented strict land use
rules throughout Canterbury requiring farmers to manage
a range of environmental issues, including those caused
by winter grazing.
For more detail, see the factsheet
Better winter grazing to improve water quality
or contact Customer Services and ask to speak
to a Land Management Advisor.

•

•
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Stock exclusion from beds of rivers, lakes and wetlands
– cattle and deer that are break-fed on winter feed
crops, pigs and all dairy cows are not able to access
the bed of a river, lake or wetland without a resource
consent. The rules also prevent other stock from
causing pugging or sediment loss to water where
there is a change in water quality or clarity. There
are also sensitive areas such as freshwater bathing
sites, drinking water protection zones and īnanga
(whitebait) spawning sites that all cattle, deer and
pigs are prohibited from accessing. There may
also be zone-specific restrictions, so it is best to
double-check the rules that apply to your farm.
Discharges of sediment or drainage water – there
are a number of good management practices
that can be used to manage the risk of sediment
discharge into waterways. In addition to your
consent and FEP requirements, no farmer is
permitted to allow the discharge of sediment
and other contaminants into waterways.
Farming land use consents – nutrient rules require
all farmers to implement good management practices
on their farm. Some farmers require a farming land use
consent and an FEP that needs to be regularly audited
if their winter grazing area exceeds plan limits.
Find out what rules apply to your farm
– view zone-specific rules and information.

Need help? 0800 324 636 | ecinfo@ecan.govt.nz | www.ecan.govt.nz/farmers-hub
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